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Understanding how the in<ylinderflow ofthefiicl-air mixture is infliie?iced
liy eJuunbergeometry provides a key to improving engine performcinee.
By applying a laser measurement teehtiigiie, a researeher
at the General Motors Researeh Laboratories has gained new
insight into the behavior oftheflow.
Mean \t-|o<ilv
approach is consistent with the
LDA measurements, wliich clearly
show that the mean velocity does
not repeat exacth' from one engine
cycle to the next.
Differences in the tfow field
from one cycle to the next can
seriously compromise engine
efficiency. Near the end of the
compression stroke, it is important
to maintain a consistent velocity at
key cylinder locations (e.g.. at a
spark plug). Dr Rasks LDA mea-
surements have identified design
features that control cyclic varia-
bility
FRjURE 1 shows mean velocity
measured at a single location
during an engine cycle. High ve-
locity exists during the intake
stroke when the inlet flow is rush-
ing through the narrow valve
opening. This jet-like flow into the
cylinder causes large velocity
differences between adjacent c>i-
inder locations and produces
strong turbulence. As the end of
the intake stroke is approached
(180 degrees in Figure 1), the levels
of both mean velocity and turbu-
lence drop rapidly. This decrease is
a result of the changing boundary
conditions for the cylinder-from
strong inflow to no inflow. During
the compression stroke the flow-
field evolves, but it undergoes no
drastic changes. However, in a
high-squish chamber, where the
flow is forced into a small bowl in
the piston or cylinder head, consid-
erable turbulence is generated
near the end of the compression
stroke.
Measurements from many
cylinder locations are necessary to
make the flow field understand-
able. Figure 2 shows four flow pat-
terns covering a period from near
the end of intake into the compres-
sion stroke. Note the strong vorti-
cal flow, with the center of the
vortex away from the cylinder
center and precessing with chang-
ing crankangle.
B\' experimenting with geo-
metrical variables, Dr Rask has
gained new understanding of phe-
nomena observed in operating en-
gines. The resulting knowledge
has guided the design and develop-
ment of new engines with a mini-
mum of trial-and-error testing. The
LDA findings are also being used
to validate and calibrate engine
flow computer models under de\el-
opment.
"From our measurements."
Dr. Rask states, "we have been able
to deduce how changes in the ge-
ometry of the port and combustion
chamber modify the velocity field.
These flow field effects are now
being used to help designers tailor








Dr Rodne\- Rask is a Senior Stall
Research Engineer in the Fluid
Mechanics Department at the
General Motors Research Labora-
tories.
Dr Rask received his under-
graduate and graduate degrees in
mechanical engineering from the
University of Minnesota. His Ph.D.
thesis concerned the Coanda
effect.
Prior to joining General
Motors in 197.3, Dr Rask worked
on the design of nuclear reactors at
the Ktioll's Atomic Power Labora-
tories. In addition to further refine-
ments in LDA measurement
techniques, his current research
interests include computer simula-
tion of engine systems, with spe-
cial emphasis on the intake
manifold.
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Digital Audio Eric Guarm
Bit by bit. new niethixis of music reproduction are capturing
the hearts of audiophilcs.
Electromagnetic Pulse Shielding Kirt Nakagawa
Nationwide pandemonium can be prevented by the shielding
of semiconductors from outerspace disturbances.
Hydroponics Man- Kay Flick
Those vegetables in the produce section may have never seen
the light of day.
Trends in the College JeffDonofrio
The College of Engineering has always changed with the
times. . .and always will.
Synthetic Fuels James Yun
Supplementing the energy supply with artificially produced
fuels is one alternative to drilling for oil and gas. Can this
practice continue?
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SCIENCEXSCOPE
A Very High Speed Integrated Circuit chip has been produced at Hughes Aircraft
Company, marking a significant step toward the use of advanced semiconductor
technology in military systems. The chip, built after less than two years of
development, contains 72,000 transistors in an area the size of a thumb tack.
The VHSIC program is being conducted by the U.S. Department of Defense to develop
chips that will give military electronic systems a tenfold increase in signal
processing capability. The high-speed, compact VHSIC chips will be more reliable
and will reguire less power than integrated circuits now in use.
An advanced antenna farm designed with the aid of a computer will be carried into
space by Intelsat VI communications satellites. The system will provide many
different kinds of coverage — beams transmitting to entire hemispheres, "global"
beams, focused regional beams, and very narrow spot beams for broadcasting high-
speed data. Hundreds of computer patterns were created to predict antenna per-
formance. These studies led to the choice of transmit reflectors 3.2 meters in
diameter instead of 4 meters. The larger size was rejected because it offered
only slight improvement at the cost of being much heavier, larger, and more com-
plex. Hughes heads an international team building Intelsat VI for the Interna-
tional Telecommunications Satellite Organization.
The F/A-18 Hornet's radar undergoes searing heat and piercing cold as part of its
reliability tests. During one demonstration, two AN/APG-65 radars operated 149
hours without failure, the eguivalent of almost five months of flight time. The
units were run through repeated cycles consisting of 90 minutes at -65°F, then 90
minutes at -40°F, and six hours of continuous operation at temperatures up to
160°F. By comparison, the lowest and highest temperatures ever recorded in North
America were -81°F in 1954 at Snag in Canada's Yukon Territory, and 134°F in 1913
in California's Death Valley. The APG-65 is the first multifunction radar for
both air-to-air and air-to-surface missions. Hughes builds it under contract to
McDonnell Douglas for the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps.
The new AMRAAM missile will be good at evading enemy detection through a clever
improvement to its radar system. The improvement, now patent pending, is done
simply and with only a little extra hardware. It greatly reduces inaccuracies
caused when the missile jumps from one radar frequency to another en route to its
target. Frequency hopping makes it extremely difficult for enemy radar-detection
equipment to get a fix on the missile. Hughes designed and developed the
Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile for the U.S. Air Force and Navy.
More than 20 nations throughout the free world guard their skies against enemy
attack with automated air defense systems developed by Hughes. Since pioneering
the electronically scanned 3-D radar more than 20 years ago, Hughes has produced
or managed systems for Japan, Switzerland, NATO countries, Spain, Canada, and the
United States. Air Defense Ground Environment (ADGF) systems are comprised of
air defense radars, computers, displays, and other electronic subsystems. Data
links relay detections to data processing centers where computers identify, auto-
matically track, and report the aircraft's speed, altitude, and course.






the world's great problem solvers.
Guglielmo Marconi was
able to see communications rev-
olutionized by his development
of the first successful system of
radio telegraphy— the wireless.
His first experimental transmis-
sions were no more than a few
feet. But, within a quarter of a
century, he had advanced his
system to the point that a radio
message sent from England
could be received in Australia.
E-Systems scientists and
engineers continue to expand
the technology he began. Today,
communications equipment
designed and developed by
E-Systems engineers is used
extensively around the world for
line-of-sight or satellite communi
cations, digital communications
and applications requiring micro-
processor-based teleprinters,
tactical radios and microminia-
ture HF VHF and UHF equipment.
In addition to communica-
tions, E-Systems engineers are
solving many of the worlds
toughest problems in antennas,
data acquisition, processing,
storage and retrieval systems
and other systems applications for
intelligence and reconnaissance.
Often, the developed systems
are the first-of-a-kind.
For a reprint of the Marconi
illustration and information on ca-
reer opportunities with E-Systems
in Texas, Florida, Indiana, Utah,













1. Brilliant Bob visited Busey Bank
one day to apply tor a job. The interview-
er asked him, "If a customer cashed a
check for S63 and asked for his money in
bills, what would you hand him if you
ere out of $1 hills?"'
Being brilliant. Bob busied his brain
and brought forth his answer. What was
if.'
2. A strip of paper is .009 inches
thick and 450 feet long. If it is rolled on
to a cardboard cylinder 1 inch in dia-
meter, what will be the final diameter of
the roll?
3. Before Cuba took over Nicaragua,
the anti-human Somoza regime issued 10
postage stamps dedicated to mathematical
formulae as an obvious attack on the pub-
lic's mental health. How many can you
identify?
a. The elementary formula that
ended imprecise totalling of fX)ssesions of
exchange.
b. Einstein's formula for the con-
version of matter to energy.
C. Pythagoras's formula for the re-
lationship of the two sides and hypotenuse
of a right triangle.
d. Konstantin Tsiolkovskii's equa-
tion giving the changing speed of a rocket
as it bums the weight of its fuel.
e. James Maxwell's formula
equating electricity and magnetism.
f. Archimedes' formula for the
lever.
g. Louis de Broglie's equation for
light as a form of energy.
h. Ludwig Boltzmann's equation
for the behavior of gases.
i. John Naqier's logarithm formu-
la, which provided a multiplication and
division method simply by adding or sub-
tracting the logarithms of numbers.
j. Sir Isaac Newton's formula for
gravitation.
answers on page 20
Wrong Numbers
Newspap)ers across the country have
recently carried full-page ads for AT&T.
These ads have been in the form of letters
to members of Congress. AT&T
shareholders and employees, and their
customers. At the bottom of each of these
pleas is the signature of AT&T Board
Chaimian C.l. Brown.
Brown claims that if two bills now
in Congress, SI 660 and HR4I02, are
passed into law, the deregulation and
divestiture of the phone giant will be
severely affected.
These bills, according to Brown, call
for a continuation of massive subsidies,
which is in opposition to the national
policy favoring competition. Secondly, the
bills would keep the pricing structure the
same with respect to long-distance rates
and local service charges. AT&T has a
proposal before the FCC to reduce
long-distance rates, while raising the
monthly fee for local service. Brown
states that long-distance rates have had a
high profit margin, while local service had
been provided at a loss.
Ma Bell has allowed herself to foster
poor pricing schemes because of no
previous outside pressure to do otherwise.
Now MCI. Sprint, and a host of other
long-distance services are available, which
offer lower prices for many of Bell's
customers. This new competition for
long-distance customers will force the
participating companies to operate more
efficiently.
Brown contends that for most Bell
customers, long-distance charges
constitute a major portion of the phone
bill. He uses this fact to support the
"long-distance rate cut and local service
increase package." But, Mr. Brown, will
this stop AT&T's customers from
subscribing to MCI and Sprint '.' Further,
what would stop MCI and Sprint from
offering local service by the following
scheme; the local call is routed to an MCI
or Sprint switching station where the call
is relayed back to its origination area,
thereby making it a local call? Economies
of scale may make such a plan realistic,
or it may be used as a "loss-leader" to
receive initial subscribers, thereby
providing competition at the local level.
Giving up monopolistic practices
should not be used as an exploitation
device to achieve increased profits.
AT&T's rate increase proposal
undoubtedly asks for rate hikes in local
service which more than offset the
revenue lost by the reduction in
long-distance rates. This correction is the
result of poor pricing on the part of
AT&T. The FCC should not approve a
package which allows for higher profits
than those earned under the current
structure.
Intert'erence in this stage of AT&T's
scheduled breakup will only hurt the
consumer as the corpwration would incur
huge costs in changing its carefully
designed strategy. These costs would be
passed on to the consumer in the form of
higher rates.
AT&T should be allowed to
complete its divestiture and to engage in a
newly found "free competition." free of
hindrance from the Congress who
originally legislated the breakup.
^.:^^^
In Memoriam
The staff of Illinois Technograph
would like to extend its sympathy to
Associate Dean of Engineering. Howard
Wakeland, on the loss of his wife Betty.
Missing Persons
Our apologies to computer scientists,
who were inadvertently left out of the
charts accompanying Eiiiiineering Place-
ment Report in our October, 1983 issue.
by Eric Guarin
Digital Audio
Ever since the inven- A compact disc is
tion ol sound, there loaded into the Sony
have always been CD digital audio
those who strive for player, (photo by Dave
perfect audio record- Colburn)
ing and playback. Until
recently, their success
has been limited to a
combination of person-
al taste and the cur-
rent technology. This
is all changing with the
advent of perfect
sound reproduction.
Ever since Thomas Edison first re-
corded sound onto a tin cylinder, resear-
chers in the audio field have continually
strived to perfect techniques for storing
and reproducing sound. From tin cylinders
the state of the an proceeded to phono-
graph records in a long progression, be-
ginning with 78 rpm shellac records to
more modem 33-1 3 rpm \inyl records
and finall) to today's superdisc audiophile
records with their ver>' high quality con-
trol standards.
Tape recording also developed.
growing as wire recorders were super-
seded by magnetic tape recorders: reel-to-
reel, cassene. and eight-track tape. Tape
mediums benefitted most from the insen-
tions of vanous noise reduction systems
designed to combat residual noise intrinsic
to N'arious recording media: Dolby A (for
the studio) in 1967. Dolby B (for consum-
er applications) in 1969. followed by
db.x^ Dolby C. DNR. and a host of other
systems. Each system made a contribution
to better sound fidelity in recording, yet
problems and limitations still remained.
Primary problems included the imperma-
nence of recordings (wear), distortion, fre-
quency response inaccuracies, and. ironi-
cally, incompatibility between the various
forms of noise reduction s\lems designed
to combat these problems. In the late
Seventies, portents of a nev\ development
appeared as audio engineers began work-
ing on a new form of recording
altogether: digital audio, which may be to
conventional analog recording what stereo
was to mono in an earlier era.
The difference between con\entiona]
analog processing and digital processing
lies in how the recorded signal is sampled
and stored. On a basic level, analog re-
cordings make a continous record of an
occurrence whereas digital processing
makes a periodic record of the occurr-
ence. For example, a record of tempera-
ture variations durina the dav could be
made using either approach. To make an
analog record of the temperature, a pen- ^k
and-paper chart could make a continous ^0
graph of temperature versus time (an ana-
log of temperature); a digital record vsould^^
consist of spot checks of the temperature ^0
every hour. With the analog method. e\-
er\ minute variation in the measured \'ari-
able is presened: the digital method mere-
ly samples these variations. Such sam-
pling and consequent loss of minute detail
ma\ not be so bad; however, hourly sfwt
checks of the temperature might be use-
less for a detailed analysis of a particular
da\''s temperature variations, but more
than sufficient detail for analysis of
monthh' temperature trends.
Sound can be recorded via the same
processes. The voltage of the music signal
(in electronic form) can be recorded con-
tinuously or sampled periodically. When
the music signal is sampled often enough,
the digital recording will contain nearly as
great a degree of fine detail as the anaJog
recording; for a relatively high sampling
rate, the digital recording will ha\'e suffi-
cienth' fine detail to recreate the original
signal well enough so that the human ear
cannot distinguish between the two. Tlius.
the basic difference between analog re-
cording and digital recording is that ana-
log recording stores a continuous function
of the signal voltage, whereas the digital
recording will store periodic samples of
that voltage (or. in some cases, the
change in signal voltage between sam-
plings).
Digital recording, of course, has
some inherent difficulties. One of these
difficulties, at least in present consumer
sytems. is that to properl>' recreate the ori-
ginal sound, frequencies above 20.000
hertz must be severely attenuated. As this
is the upper limit of human hearing, this
will not cause the high frequencies to be
lost, but the\ will be slightly dela>ed with
respect to lov\er frequencies due to the ^
effects of filtering; this is known as phase W
shift. Very slight decreases in output near
Source: dbxS Inc., "Audio" Magazine Feb. 1982
20,000 hertz are also caused b\ this filter-
ing, but this effect is humanly inaudible.
Digital recordings have also been ac-
cused of sounding artificial, but overall
this has been unsubstantiated under con-
trolled conditions. Conversely, many ex-
perts believe that digital sound is a magni-
tudinal improvement on the state of the
art in recording. Digital recordings may
reveal recording flaws to a greater degree
than analog recordings—but this is a
problem with the recording techniques
employed, not the system. Overall, the
improvement in sound quality made possi-
ble with digital recording renders these
few flaws a comparatively minor problem.
Digital processing leads to enhanced
sound quality not so much because of
actual improved sound, but because fac-
tors detrimental to sound quality are side-
stepped. Many problems are essentially
eliminated in digital processing. Noise is
reduced to nearly total inaudibility.
Changing response as a function of re-
cording le\el is no longer a problem, and
\ariations in playback speed and pitch are
I undetectable by present technology. Other
#
problems also become unimportant, espe-
cialh the problems of software deteriora-
tion and distortion, both of which are
greatly reduced. For example, compact
discs, the digital equivalent of analog LP
records, should last for decades with ex-
tremely minimal care and no noticeable
deterioration in sound quality. All of the
various improvements lead to reproduction
quality which can be startlingly accurate.
These improvements occur due to the
processing procedure itself. The process
by which music is stored and recreated in
a digital system is essentially simple in
concept, although in practice quite com-
plex. Musical signals being processed
have their voltage level sampled at some
44.1 thousand times per second, in order
to record the full frequency range of hu-
man hearing. The value for each sampled
voltage level is stored numerically in bin-
an' code, .^^nalog systems, in contrast,
store voltage levels either physically (LP
records) or magnetically (tapes). The
digital code itself is composed of sixteen-
bit numbers representing the voltage
values. Sixteen-bit recording yields a
maximum ratio of signal level to noise
level of 96 decibels—this is much better
than, say, Dolb>' B which has a typical
signal-to-noise ratio of about 65 decibels
(ten decibels represents a tenfold increase
in power; three decibels is a small but no-
ticeable increase in music volume).
Conversion of musical voltage levels
into representative numbers is analog-to-
digital conversion, a difficult task con-
sidering that over 44 thousand voltage
levels must be sampled in the space of
one second and converted into binar\'
code. The binary code generated is then
stored in some medium (tape, disc, and so
forth). Upon playback, the code is fed
into digital-to-analog converters, which
turn the numerical voltage values into
actual signal voltages, and smooth these
distinct voltage values into one continuous
music signal. Playback conversion is also
quite difficult: the stored voltage levels
must be analyzed and converted into any
one of 65,536 distinct output voltage
values. All this conversion and reconver-
sion sounds like a lot of difficult) . but it
creates a high degree of precision in stor-
age and reproduction. Essentially, a high-
1\' complex musical signal becomes a
stream of binary "ones" and "zeros"
which are much easier to store without
error than the original complex signal. In
cases where errors do occur, extensive
and sophisticated error detection and cor-
rection circuitry corrects these errors and
the musical signal is reproduced with no
audible flaws.
In theorv'. then, digital audio record-
ing should be nearly flawless. In practice,
the results seem to live up to the indus-
tiy's expectations. The actual systems
used to produce these results vary, but
digital audio hardware generally falls into
one of several fomiats.
One major digital audio fomiat is
digital cassettes, or. to be more precise,
digital audio stored on videocassettes.
Two approaches to digital audio in tape
form are available to consumers. The
more common approach involves a device
continued on page 14
by Kirt Nakagawa Electromagnetic
Pulse Shielding
One ol the greatest otienses in a battle is total
control ol the enemy s society. Since Silicon Val-
ley was founded, this control has been indirectly
possible (or any country that owns a nuclear de-
vice This bizarre connection is, nonetheless, quite
real and a current concern.
•A key element in the defense net-
work of any ctiiintn is good coniniuniea-
tion between government oftleials, milit-
ar\ leaders, and the troops. Without reli-
able and complete communications a war
elTort is cenainK hindered, if at all
possible.
Many of us take for granted that in
the e\'ent of a v\ar. the President may
simply pick up a telephone, speak with
his military advisors, and literally orches-
trate the war over the phone. However, if
an enemv nation could somehow dismpt
communications, even temporarily, it
ciuild get the upper hand in a war. But
how could the communications network
be disiTjpted on so great a scale that even
alternate systems are defeated?
The answer lies in the fact that to-
day's communication systems rely a great
deal on sensitive electronic devices such
as integrated circuits and other solid state
devices. Many of these devices are sus-
ceptible to damage from sudden voltage
surges, or pulses. If one of these devices
were to be connected to a large conduc-
tor, such as an antenna, a voltage surge
could be caused by a strong burst of
radio-frequency electromagnetic energy
being received by the conductor. Such
pulses are given off with exo-atmospheric
I or outside of the atmosphere) nuclear ex-
plosions. A pulse of this type is called
EMP. an acronym for electromagnetic
pulse. The story of EMP and how it de-
veloped as a potential security threat dates
back over twenty years, and begins in the
Pacific ocean.
During a July evening in 1962. a
small rocket lifted off from Johnson Atoll,
a tiny island in the Pacific ocean. When
the rocket attained an altitude of 248
Limits of coverage for height of burst (MOB)
at 50 and 120 miles located over the central United States.
Source: EMP Radiation and Protective Techniques
miles above sea level, the 1.4 megaton
hydrogen bomb it was carrying was de-
tonated. While military engineers were
making observations. 800 miles away in
Hawaii a number of scattered and
seemingly unrelated electrical malfunc-
tions occured, all within one second of
the blast; streetlights died out, burglar
alarms went off and power lines went
dead as circuit breakers were tripped.
Some phones went dead but most kept
working. The media blamed these occur-
ences on a nuclear shock wave.
The effects were more accurately ex-
plained by military physicists in 1963.
who attributed the malfunctions to a
strong electromagnetic pulse which they
called EMP. EM"p was found to accom-
pany nuclear explosions in the atmosphere
and to be unrelated to the thermal, alpha,
beta, gamma, and neutron radiations nor-
mally associated with nuclear explosions.
EMP was declared harmless to human
beings.
The military scientists discovered that
EMP did not originate from the nuclear
reaction which caused the explosion; it
was realized to be a by-product of the
reaction. EMP. they found, is propagated
when gamma rays. X-rays, and other
forms of high-energy radiation (which are
released dunng the blast itself) react with
the atmosphere in such a manner as to io-
nize the gas molecules of air. This pro-
duces free electrons and positive ions. The
electrons, which acquire kinetic energy,
spin down and around the lines of force
of the earth's magnetic field. This flow of
charge effectively constitutes a flow of
current which transmits a brief but power-
ful burst of energy—EMP.
EMP is classified as a prompt effect.
It occurs with the blast and is an immedi-
ate effect. EMP is vastly increased in the
exo-atmosphere (as opposed to surface
blasts) because, as Magnavox scientist
L.W. Ricketts and IIT engineer J.E.
Bridges put it. "The dense atmosphere
near the earth's surface restricts the range
of gamma rays." In the near airlessness
of the exo-atmosphere, hov\'ever, the gam-
ma radiation is free to travel much greater
distances before encountering a gas mole-
cule of the atmosphere. Thus, not only is
the effective EMP greater, but the area
affected by the pulse is broader. In fact,
at an altitude of 120 miles, a nuclear ex-
plosion would affect (to varying degrees)
the entire continental United States. The
pulse is brief, less than a millisecond in ^
duration, but powerfiil, with peak field W
strength of 50,000 volts per meter.
However, the military scientists were
not overly concerned about EMP in ^
Hawaii, they felt reassured by the fact w
that the effects were not complete but
Near-surface and exo-atmospheric blasts.
Source: EMP Radiation and Protective Techniques
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scattered. Also, at the time, most electro-
nic and electrical systems employed
vacuum tubes, which are resistant to vol-
tage surges.
In the 1970"s, a kind of semi-
conductor revolution occurred as inte-
grated circuits invaded the world of com-
munications and control. As dependence
on integrated circuits and other solid-state
devices increased, greater attention was
focused on the problem of EMP. It was
soon discovered that these devices were
more than a million times more likely to
be destroyed by EMP than vacuum tubes.
Massive disruption occurred in digital pro-
cessing circuits upon absorption of EMP.
Burnout was associated with electro-
nic devices connected with large antennas
(radar, broadcast, etc.) receiving EMP. It
became clear that research was needed to
fully understand the effect of EMP. By
1971 the militar>' was spending $250 mil-
ion on EMP research with emphasis on
hardening (or shielding) various electronic
and electrical systems from the effects of
EMP. In the late Seventies, the Air Force
began to construct an EMP simulator at
the Kirtland Air Force Base in New Mex-
ico. Named Trestle, after the railroad
structure it resembles, the simulator con-
sists of two 5-million volt pulsers which
discharge into wires surrounding a test
area. The pulsers, wires, and test area lay
atop an enormous wooden platform (easily
large enough to hold a B-52 bomber).
Any metal affects the pulse, so the entire
platform, including the pegs which hold it
together, is made of wood. In 1980, at a
cost of $58 million, the Air Force began
testing their airplanes for EMP hardness.
Today military scientists and en-
gineers are tackling the problem of
hardening communications and control
networks used in and between the govern-
ment and the military from the effects of
EMP. A major concern of defense offi-
cials is the potential for a communications
blackout between Washington, D.C. and
the armed forces. An ideal step by an
enemy nation attacking the United States
would be to bathe the nation in EMP and
attack during the ensuing confusion. There
are a great deal of communication ave-
nues between Washington and the milit-
ary, but each has some degree of suscepti-
bility to EMP.
Current research indicates that the
use of vacuum tubes and the insulation of
sensitive electronic devices from large
conductors is a wise precautionary mea-
sure for important systems. Unfortunately
this is often an impractical or unfeasible
approach.
One solution relies on the use of fi-
ber optics. Fiber optics involves the trans-
mission of messages along thin glass
fibres in the form of pulses of light. Un-
fortunately, this can only be used on a
small scale (e.g., within a bomber) be-
cause a large system would require
vulnerable switching centers and ampli-
fiers filled with solid state devices.
Another solution engineers and scien-
tists devised included taking one of the
special Boeing 747 "s that serves as an air-
borne command post for the President and
insulate the entire electrical system from
the hull of the airplane. This provides, in
the event of a war, one possible com-
munication center between the govern-
ment and the armed forces. The plane is
considered reliably hard, but was built at
a cost five times greater than a commer-
cial 747. In addition, it is believed that
the communications satellites the govern-
ment depends on would be damaged or
destroyed by EMP as well, thus reducing
the range of communication at the dispos-
al of the government and the military.
One of the greatest problems facing
scientists is the fact that no simulation can
be as widespread as necessary to test an
entire communications network. Only an
exo-atmospheric nuclear detonation itself
would be an accurate test, but these have
been banned since 1962. Testing and re-
search will continue until scientists and
engineers find an avenue free from the
threat of EMP.B
by Mary Kay Flick Hydroponics
It is not easy to tell the
difference between a
plant grown in soil and
one nurtured inorgani-
cally This is the secret
behind the success of
inert substance-grown
vegetables and flow-
ers, a success that
can be shared by any-
one with a greenhouse
and a green thumb.
Growing garden \ cuctabk-s in an lili-
nios winter sounds like an outrageous
idea. Vegetable growing in Illinois is not
economically feasible. Instead, consumers
are lorcetl to pa\ high pi'ices lor produce
due to transportation costs trom growers
in the West and Southwest. Hydroponics
otters an alternative to this and allows
consumers to enjoy fresh garden veget-
ables all winter long.
The word ""hydroponics" describes
the method by which plants are grown in
inert substances that do not hold water
and nutrients as soil does. The water and
nutrients are supplied via storage tanks
and pumps. After passing through plant
roots, the water is saved and later recircu-
lated as needed. Primaiily. lettuce, toma-
toes, and cucumbers ai'e grown in hydro-
ponic greenhouses, however many houses
grow flowering plants such as roses and
carnations.
Hydroponic systems can be designed
in countless ways. The conventional sys-
tem consists of a tray that holds and sup-
ports the plants, a tank for the nutrient
solution, a pump, a control system, and
pipes to connect these. Many systems use
a filtering method which removes fungi,
bacteria and other plant debris. After the
nutrient solution is pumped into the plant
trays, it drains into the filter where it is
pumped back into the storage tank and
pumped again into the plant tray to repeat
the cycle.
Hydroponic growing systems may be
either static or flowing. Static systems re-
quire that air constantly be bubbled
through the solution around the roots, sup-
plying them with oxygen. A pump similar
to an aquarium pump can be used to do
this. In a flowing system, the nutrient
solution provides aeration as it flows
through the root systems of the plants.
Although plants are commonly
grown only in water, other inert rooting
media may be used. Gravel and sand are
possible matenals since they do not hold
water and nutrients the same way as soil.
Other substances which can be used are
artificial soils such as peat-lite (consisting
mostly of sphagnum peat), horticultural
vermiculite. and inorganic sources of plant
nutrients. Straw bales, rockwool (a Euro-
pean insulating material), sawdust, wood
shavings, and bark have been used in
Europe, but because these substances de-
compose easily they are useful for one
crop only. In the United States, coal shale
and volcanic ash have been used as an
alternative hydroponic media.
When using inert growing media
such as these, plants are often placed in
plastic bags rather than trays. The bags re-
tain the material while allowins the nut-
This field of lettuce
grows in water and is
harvested after thirty
days, (photo by Jane
Rala)
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nent solution to pass through. Otherwise,# trays that allow large amounts of water toflow through are used.
Water can either be flooded to the®roots of a plant, as with the tray system.
or it can be sent to the roots using a trick-
le tube. This is common when gravel and
sand systems are used. In some systems,
the roots or the tops of plants are misted
with nutrient-enriched water.
Good water is requisite for profitable
crop production. The salt concentration is
also important in the growth of the plant.
The smaller the concentration, the greater
the growth. In addition, there are certain
basic nutrients neccesary for healthy plant
growth. Calcium, postassium, nitrogen,
phosphorus, and magnesium are consi-
dered major elements because plants need
more of them, and a deficiency is readily
noticeable. Copper, boron, iron, zinc, and
molybdenum are considered trace ele-
ments since the plant uses very little of
them. Usually there are sufficient amounts
of trace elements in tap water to supply
the plants with what they need. The major
elements can be added to the water in the
form of fertilizer salts such as magnesium
nitrate, phosphoric acid, potassium
monophosphate, calcium carbonate, and
sodium nitrate as well as others.
In an open system (where the nut-
rient solution is circulated throughout the
plants again and again) constant monitor-
ing of the concentration levels of the salts
is needed. After one or two weeks of use,
a solution may be discarded and a fresh
one made. This helps assure a purer solu-
tion and alleviates some nutritional prob-
lems.
Hydroponic greenhouses are built
both privately and commercially. When
built by novices as money-making ven-
tures, profits often do not reach antici-
pated levels. It takes a large investment to
start a greenhouse and keep it running.
_
This includes the cost of the greenhouse
>fl^ and hydroponic equipment. The initial
m
cost of hydroponic equipment depends
upon how large and how elaborate a sys-
tem the grower wants to use. Plastic
greenhouses initially cost less than glass,
but their maintenence costs are greater.
The operational expenses of a hydro-
ponic greenhouse are considerable. Fuel,
which is used to heat the house in winter
and run the pumps, accounts for one of
the largest outlays of funds. This will con-
tinue to be a large expense, since fuel
costs are not decreasing. Other operational
costs include material costs and repair
(seed, nutrients, building repair, equip-
ment repair), shipping and selling costs.
and labor.
According to a survey done by the
University in April of 1983. the average
cost of labor plus management for a stan-
dard 24 by 130 foot greenhouse is S7608
per year. A greenhouse also takes an
average of 40.5 hours of labor per week
to run.
The survey also broke down the
annual production costs as follows; mate-
rials and repair, SI 130.50; labor,
$7608.00; utilities. $398.00; selling.
$850.00. Therefore, the average produc-
tion cost per greenhouse was $13,568.
Growers who borrow to start their
businesses incur interest payments, in
addition to these costs.
Potential net return depends on the
yield and the market price of a crop. Hyd-
roponic tomato producers need to sell
20.(300 pounds of tomatoes per year at a
minimum cost of 68 cents a pound to
cover costs and receive a profit of $7000
per year, assuming all loans are paid.
Clearly, a small greenhouse opera-
tion is not highly profitable. As a hobby,
this type of agriculture can be worthwhile
and challenging. Growers can produce
quality vegetables even though they may
not make a large profit.
Although hydroponics is a specula-
tive business on a small scale, it has
achieved some success on a kirge com-
mercial scale. The Archer Daniels Mid-
land Company (ADM) in Decatur, Illinois
has become successful in hydroponics
from its unique use of by-products from
its grain refining plant. The ADM Hydro-
farm consists of 4.5 acres of greenhouse
space used primarily for growing lettuce.
What makes ADM unique is the fact that
it uses waste heat from com refining op-
erations and excess carbon dioxide from
power alcohol production for plant pro-
duction. In this way, it is possible to re-
duce utility costs by 90% and increase
plant yield by 20 to 40%.
At ADM, a lettuce seedling starts in
a block of cotton where it is misted by tap
water for five days. It is then put in a nut-
rient solution for another fourteen days.
Then seedlings are transplanted into trays
and placed in large greenhouses where
they take another 25 to 35 days to mature
in water containing 24 nutrients. This wa-
ter is conserved through a continuous
flow-through system. At maturity, con-
veyors take the lettuce to a picking area
for packing and shipping. With 4.5 acres
in full operation, ADM expects to pro-
duce two tons of lettuce each day.
ADM's greenhouses are regulated by
a computer system. Probes sense tempera-
ture, humidity levels and nutrient concen-
trations. These probes feed the informa-
tion into a computer for regulation. After
packaging, most ADM lettuce is sold to
large chain grocery stores in Illinois.
There are advantages and disadvan-
tages to growing with hydroponics. Hyd-
roponics provides a more controlled en-
vironment. However, good soil is forgiv-
ing of most mistakes. Someone recently
stated, "The potential for greenhouse
vegetable production has never been so
great nor problems more critical." This
statement sums up basic thoughts about
hydroponics. It can be a viable alternative
to soil grown vegetables, however the
costs are significantly greater. The ques-
tion of sufficient markets for higher priced
vegetables must also be answered.
Marketing is one key to success. Poor
marketing has caused many growers to
shut down.
Hydroponic growing has captured the
imagination of many people. However,
whether Illinois can become a major
vegetable growing area is a question that
only the future can answer.
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200 Years of Flight
I'hc Institute 111 Asiation recently
celebrated 2(.X) years of manned flight
with the air pageant Right 2(X). On dis-
play were aircraft depicting the entire his-
tory of aviation
—
gliders. World War 11
fighters, helicopters, and experimental
ultralight planes, just to name a few.
Siuntmen and acrobatic fivers thrilled
spectators with their antics. The most
spectacular show was the launching of the
hot air ballons. an appropriate grand finale
to commemorate mankind's flight which
began with the Montgolifer hot air bal-
loon, near Paris, France in November.
1783. (photos by Jane Fiala)
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Technovisions
continued from page 7
which con\crts a \idc(X-assetto recorder
into a dc\ ice capable ol making digital
audio tape>. This \ariation of the digital
tape t'omiat was the first digital audio for-
mat available to consumers. A more aes-
thetic and convenient approach lies in the
digital cassette deck, which functions
much like a standard home cassette deck,
but with tv\ci differences. First, \ideocas-
settes are used for taping. Second, record-
ing is done in digital fomi (which implies
the possibility of making virtually perfect
copies). Of course, digital tape fomiats
have the advantage of recording capabili-
ties, which not all digital systems have.
The digital disc fonnat is a sn stem
useable only for playback. Dubbed
"Compact Discs'" and standardized by the
sheer marketplace clout of a Sony Philips
alliance, the Compact Disc (CD for short)
has become the latest wonder in the audio
world. At the heart of the system is the
CD itself 120 by 1.2 millimeters, stored
in a box slightly larger, making the CD
quite unobtRisive. In the center of the disc
is a l?-millimeter hole. convenientK' sized
so that the disc can be slipped onto the
little finger of the hand for handling pur-
poses. This method of handling is not pa-
ramount, just convenient; the CD itself is
impcp, ious to v\ear and tear.
How the compact disc system works
explains why the system is relatively im-
pervious to all but extreme mishandling.
The idea behind a compact disc somewhat
resembles that of a conventional record.
In both cases, information is stored in
tracks spiraling between the center and the
rim of the disc, but similarities between
the two systems end there. The compact
disc can store up to 75 minutes of music
on its single playing side, more than the
longest LP albums. A compact disc does
not have grooves, it has tracks onto which
pits are etched representing the digital en-
ccxling of the music. A highly sophisti-
cated laser system scans the disc from the
center outwards at a varying rate of
speed, so that the same amount of track is
scanned in the middle of the disc as at the
rim. This laser system optically
"
"reads"
the encoded pit tracks and converts the
readings into electrical signals.
The disc itself is made of two layers:
a base layer into which the pit tracks are
etched and a protective layer ct)vering the
tracks. The composition of these materials
is such that the discs can withstand an ex-
treme range of temperatures and will not
warp under real-world conditions. For in-
stance, due to the characteristics of the
laser system, minor scratches on the disc
surface will be out of focus as far as the
laser is concerned, and will not affect the
sound. Sturdy disc construction combines
with the optical tracking system to yield
an easy-to-handle source of high quality
music.
An entirely different digital format
has been developed by dbx*. inc.. best
known for dbx" tape noise reduction. To
properiy understand how this fonnat
works, it is first necessary to understand
how the dbx^ tape system processes
musical signals.
The principle of dynamic range com-
pression underiies dbx* tape noise reduc-
tion. Here, the difference in volume be-
tween the softest and loudest parts of the
music is reduced by a fixed compression
factor. For example, a symphony record-
ing with a sixty-decibel variation in
volume levels would be compressed to a
thirty-decibel variation. The reduction of
dynamic range makes it easier to accurate-
ly record the signal onto tape. When the
music is played, the signal from the tape
goes through circuitry to restore the sixty
decibels of dynamic range present in the
original music. Thus, dbx' systems
"
'squeeze' the signal to facilitate accurate
sound recording.
CPDM utilizes somewhat the same
approach as the dbx " digital audio sys-
tem. CPDM stands for Companded Pre-
dictive Delta Mcxlulation. which explains
what the system does. When a musical
signal is to be recorded, the dynamic
range of the music is reduced so as to ^H
simplify the digital processing. Then the ^B
digital processing itself begins, but not in
the usual manner. Instead of recording
signal voltage values at every sampling,
this system stores the change in voltage
level between successive samplings. On
playback, the stored information is recon-
verted into compressed music, and ex-
panded to regain the dynamic range pre-
sent in the original. In addition to the
usual low distortion, precise response of
conventional digital systems, the CPDM
can record an utteriy incredible dynamic
range of 1 10 decibels. Truly, this digital
audio format could be described as state-
of-the-art. However, with an 1983 price
tag of S5000. this system is not for
everyone.
What about the future state of the art
in digital sound? Well, refinements in pre-
sent technologies can be expected in the
future; additionally, some very interesting
new possibilities are under development.
One is the development of a compact
digital cassette of the same size as today's
analog cassettes. Another possibility is
compact disc car sound. Ptesent players
can negotiate moderate bumps in the road
but cannot track the signal when travelling
on bad road surfaces. Perhaps the most
interesting possibility is that of bubble
memory audio: sound stored in bubble
memory packs connectable to a stereo
system, to be played back and listened to
with no moving parts involved. If audio
engineers continue to apply their ingenuity
to such problems, perhaps one day this
idea will become a working reality and





They've built on dreams, seen tech-
nological magic, and responded to reality.
This year, they will be "Developing
Tomorrow Today." Planning for En-




already underway, although the actual
event will not be until March 2 and 3,
1984.
Activities for EOH 1984 cover a
broad range, explained chairman of Inter-
nal F*ublicity, Joe Lehman. "The second
annual EOH Rat Race will once again
give students a chance to compete in
pseudo-athletic competition. The annual
debates have been cancelled, but a new
event will be substituted in its place. The
Coordinated Project promises to be a first-
class display of space colonizaton. Central
Exhibit projects will reflect the theme
"Developing Today Yesterday" as projects
show engineering developments from a
historic viewpoint. Student-conducted ex-
hibits will demonstrate student engineering
expertise as the products of a great col-
lege."
Students interested in helping with
EOH should contact any engineering soci-
ety. Newsletters may be received free of
charge by contacting Joe Lehman in 300
Engineering Hall.
An Awarding Experience
Tau Beta Pi recently hosted the 78th
national Tau Beta Pi convention. Held
Lhere October 6-8, the convention was
attended by 340 delegates and alternate
delegates from over 185 Tau Beta Pi
chapters in the United States and Puerto
Rico.
Nearly 100 members had a hand in
planning and executing the meetings. ""It
was a worthwhile experience for all of
us," said Tom Resman, Chairman of
Convention Arrangements. Resman began
planning the event in January, arranging
housing, meals, meeting rooms, souve-
nirs, a group phoptograph. campus tours,
transportation on campus, and transporta-
tion to and from O'Hare Airport in Chi-
cago.
One of the highlights of the conven-
tion was the awards ceremony. The local
chapter was awarded a chapter projects
award for its outstanding projects during
the past year and a project grant of $400
for its current Wilbur Heights Playground
Project.
Chapter President Howard Walther
was ""disappointed" that the Universtiy of
Florida won the most outstanding chapter
award. ""1 hope that the current group of
officers can work together this year so
that we win top honors next year at Ari-
zona," said Walther.
Students wanting to become involved
with Tau Beta Pi activities may contact
Walther at 333-3558.
Well-Trained Engineers
The University will soon be the site
of the Affiliated Laboratory for Railroad
Research, according to William J. Harris,
vice president in charge of research for
the Association of American Railroads.
The association will donate at least
5100,000 for each of the next 5 years to
the new program, which will be adminis-
tered through the College of Engineering
by Ernest J. Barenberg. profes.sor of civil
engineering. Further funding will be
sought from industry.
Barenberg said the program will in-
terest competent faculty in the study of
railroad-related problems by providing ex-
tensive support for their activities, and
attract young engineers to the railroad in-
dustry by providing support for student re-
search assistants to work on railroad-
related issues. It will also assist the rail-
road industry' in the solution of technical
problems and keep the industry and in-
terested faculty aware of the bearing on
railroad-related problems of new and de-
veloping technologies. Although it will
concentrate on railroad engineering prob-
lems, it will also address issues on mate-
rials, economics, and rail transportation
systems.
"The affiliated labs program will
now revitalize the University's interest in
this area and attract students back into this
field of engineering." Barenberg said.
Professor Honored
Daniel L. Slotnick, a university pro-
fessor of computer science, has received
the top prize of one of the computer
field's principal professional organizatons.
The Computer Society of the Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronics En-
gineers (IEEE) presented Slotnick with the
l8th W. Wallace McDowell Award for
""pioneering contributions to centrally con-
trolled parallel computers and for his
achievement in creating the parallel com-
puter ILLlAC IV."
The award, established through a
grant by Intemational Business Machines
Corp. in honor of a retired IBM vice pres-
ident, is awarded annually to an individual
'"whose professional work has been out-
standing in concepts, technology, prog-
ramming, education or management in the
computer field."
Slotnick joined the faculty in 1965.
and until 1974 was director and principal
investigator of the ILLIAC IV computer
project. The worid's fastest computer
from its completion in 1972 until it was
removed from service in 1982. ILLlAC
IV was designed at the University, manu-
factured commercially and installed at the
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-




by Jeff Donofrio Trends in the College
Engineering curricula changes are barely noticed
during a student s residence. A retrospective
glance and a predictive glimpse expose a prog-
ressive timeline.
It was a lot different back then.
March 2, 1868—less than three years
after the conclusion of the Civil
War—was the opening da\ for the ne\\l\
formed ""Illinois Industrial L'ni\ersit\
.""
Only t\vent\ engineering students enrolled
that first >ear. guided by just one facult>
member. The cost of a dorm room—S4
for the entire semester (that price did not
include heating—students had to bring
their o\\n furnaces, and purchased coal
from the University). Requirements
differed radicalK from today's. In addition
to English, students studied French and
German, since virtualK all textbcxiks were
written in those languages. Some lucky
students bought lecnire notes blueprinted
in English. During the early years, the
College of Engineering required sUidents
to complete a thesis, and in addition, the
L'ni\ersit\' decreed that all students must
perform manual labor fi\e da\ s a
week—with the students receiving eight
cents an hour for their work.
E\en our past name sounds a bit
strange today. \Ve wouldn't be known as
"The University of Illinois" until 1883.
Reform institutions were then becoming
known as "industrial schools." not a
name with which the Illinois Industrial
Universitv wanted to be associated. In
fact, the problem became so bad that
some students were asked. ""What v\ere
you sent up for?"
In sharp contrast to today's se\enteen
major curricula, the College of
Engineering began v\ ith just four
"schools." smaller sub-units of the
college; .Mechanical. Civil. .Mining
Engineering, and Architecnire. Now it is
obvious that there has been a tremendous
amount of evolution in the engineering
college in 115 \ears. But whate\er
happened to such inspiring majors as
Sanitan Engineering and Railway
Engineering \' Where will the direction of
the Universit> 's undergrad curriculum go
in the future, given today's and
tomorrow's technologies?
.Much of the present College of
Engineering formed at the end of the last
centun.-. The year 1889 saw the
organization of the Ph\sics department,
and Theoretical and .Applied Mechanics
emerged the following year. That same
year. 1890. the Department of .Municipal
and Sanitan Engineering developed. This
department. de\oted to the idea of
building better sewers. ne\er attracted a
lot of attention b\ the student bod)-. In
1926. the college dissolved the
department, and Ci\ il Engineering
absorbed the department's remains.
Not directh under the engineering
college, the Division of Industrial
Chemistr> formed in 1 89 1 . Later, this
di\ision became the Department of
Chemical Engineering, and remains to this
day under the College of Liberal Arts and
Science.
One of the four "originals." Mining
Engineering, also suffered from a lack of
undergraduate interest, so in 1893 the
engineering college decided to abolish this
department. Eighteen years later, the
acting dean realized the need for the
department, resurrected it. and Mining has
been around e\er since. Metallurgical
Engineering, an option under Mining
since 1916. e\entually became a distinct
offering in 1934.
Before the tum of the centup. . the
Electrical Engineering department
originated under the Physics department.
.After a preliminan- "di\orce" in 1892.
the EE department finalh permanently
dissociated from Phvsics in the fall of
1898.
The Universitv' saw the emergence of
another unusual department with the 1906
blossoming of the Department of Railway
Engineenng. Another ""classic"
department that didn't capmre the
affection of man_\' smdents. the department
suffered after several facu!t> members
were called to ser\e in World War I. and
in 1940. the department officially
disbanded.
During the year 1915. the College of
Science transferred their ceramic
department to the College of Engineering,
thus beginning Ceramic Engineering. ^




Engineering Physics) followed in 1917.
with General Engineering tagging along in
1921. Agricultural Engineering congealed
in 1931 under supervision of the
engineering and agricultural colleges. That
same year, the newly formed College of
Fine and Applied .Arts accepted the
responsibility of the Architecture
department, which was transferred out of
engineering.
Surpisingly. the Civil Engineering
department, in 1942. offered an option
under an emerging technology of the
day—.Aeronautical Engineering. Even
earlier, in 1916, the Mechanical
Engineering department offered ME
33— Aeronautic Engineering." and
added another course in 1920. The
Aeronautical Engineering department
officially became a part of the college in
1944. and about fifteen years later, with
spaceflight developing quickly, the
department appended astronautical
engineering aspects to its curriculum.
Industrial Engineering, originally an
option under ME. became a separate
major in the mid 1950's after strong
interest by the student body. Another
affiliation of ME. Bioengineering.
officially created their undergraduate
curriculum in 1972.
The Computer Science department,
first available only to graduate students,
later expanded by offering undergraduate
degrees in 1971, and officially became a
member of the College of Engineering in
At left; Professor
Michael Pleck designs
a robotic arm on \he
Evans and Suttierland
PS 300 CAD CAM
system. Right; A closer
look at the robotic arm
design as displayed by
the PS 300. (photos by
Jane Fiala)
1976. .Another relatively new field.
Computer Engineering, traces its roots
back to 1971. but the newest engineering
curriculum at the undergraduate level is
Nuclear Engineering, first offered in
1975. Graduate level nuclear engineering
dates back only 25 years.
That brings us to the present, and the
future, where the University of Illinois
will head in response to today's and
tomorrow's challenges. No doubt, present
engineering fields already offered will
continue to evolve and develop—new
alloys and ceramics, hypersonic and
advanced spaceflight, artificial organs,
powerful new computers, and satellite
communications. But while these
established curricula mature, many new
multidisciplinary technologies, which may
become the undergraduate studies of the
future, are emerging. Some time will pass
before these fields, heavih' researched and
sometimes available on the graduate level,
filter down to the undergraduate ranks.
But these fuoire trends, and many others,
while not guaranteed to become
"mainstream" undergrad curricula at the
University, will play a tremendous part in
tomorrow's engineering.
Artificial Intelligence Also under-
going enormous growth. Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) involves hardware, software,
and data bases necessary to allow compu-
ters to "think" and make inferences. Mil-
lerComm recently held a lecture series on




The planet we live on cannot support human life
forever, especially considering the way we con-
sume its resources. Programs designed to bypass
the use o1 naturally found fuels do exist, but their
profitability depends on research; research that
may be in danger of running out of funds.
For almost t'ortv' years after oil pro-
duction tlrst began in the U.S. in the
1930's, Americans Hved complacently
with a blase attitude toward the seemingly
endless supply of oil. It was not until the
1973-74 Arab oil embargo that the U.S.
first became av\are of its vulnerability to
foreign oil suppliers. In resptinse to the
embargo, the U.S. Government instiUited
a synthetic fuel program in an attempt to
decrease its dependence on foreign sup-
pliers. But now, despite the fact that com-
mercial production of synthetic fuels will
most like!) become vital to the security
and the economy of the U.S., the prog-
ram is in serious danger.
When the synthetic fuel program be-
gan, there were several processes under
consideration. The most significant were
coal gasification, coal liquefaction, extrac-
tion of oil from oil shale, and extraction
of oil from tar sands.
The technology necessary for gasify-
ing coal has existed for more than 150
years. The first commercial coal-gas plant
went into operation in 1807 in Manches-
ter. England. It was used for lighting
homes and factories. Since then, various
means of gasifying coal were introduced.
In the U.S., the demand for synthetic gas
declined first with Edison's invention and
then, after World War II, with the con-
struction of pipelines to transport natural
gas from southern fields to the industrial
centers of the Northeast.
Of the different methods available
for gasifying coal , the one under the most
serious consideration today is the Lurgi
process, developed during 1927-35 by
Lurgi Gesellschaft fur Warmetechik
GmbH of Frankfurt (Main), Germany. In
the Lurgi process, crushed coal is mixed
with steam and oxygen under high press-
ure and temperature to produce a useable
fomi of fuel called synthesis gas, which is
a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monox-
ide (a recent mtxlification of the process
involves gasifying coal underground).
Synthetic gas can be used directly to pro-
duce energy or as an intemiediate in a
process that produces methane, a major
component of natural gas. A proposal by
a number of U.S. gas transmission com-
panies today calls for the use of synthetic
gas in the production of synthetic
methane. Synthetic gas can also be used
to produce chemicals such as ammonia
and methanol. Already, synthetic gas is
being used to produce transportation fuels
at the world's only commercial oil-from-
coal plant, the SASOL complex, that has
been in operation since 1955 near Johan-
nesburg, South Africa.
Though extremely useful, coal gasi-
fication has its drawbacks. Coal boilers
must be used to produce the tremendous
amount of steam required by the Lurgi
process, which results in the formation of
air pollutants. Air filters and precipitators
would have to be installed to remove 170
tons of tly ash per day. During the gas
purification stages, sulfurous compounds,
some of the most detrimental air pollu-
tants known to man, are released. Here,
steps would have to be taken to remove
the pollutants. If the gas is not purified,
any trace of impurity, such as hydrogen
sulfide or carbon dioxide, would corrode
the pipeline in the presence of moisture.
Impure gas destined for power plants will
not only corrode the pipelines and the
blades of the gas turbine, but will also
pollute the air with sulfur dioxide after
combustion.
The development of coal liquefaction
technology is recent: the complete li-
quefaction of coal was first achieved by
Berthelot in 1896. Currently the process
can be classified under the following cate-
gories: pyrolysis, direct liquefaction, and
indirect liquefaction. Of the three
methods, pyrolysis is the one least favored
by U.S. companies. Pyrolysis uses coal in
the presence of a fluidized bed (a
catalyst), decomposing it into hot un-
reacted coke by heat. This coke is then
hydrogenated under high pressure and
^^
temperature, a process somewhat similar ^Bf
to the Lurgi process. Pyrolysis is undesir-
able because of the low yield of liquid ^^v
fuel and also because it resuicts the range ^0
of types of coal that can be used.
In the Bergius direct coal liquefaction
process, coal is converted to a liquid pro-
duct through an interaction with molecular
hydrogen at high temperature and pressure
in the presence of an iron catalyst. A
newer, improved method uses highly ac-
tive catalysts, such as cobalt-
molybdenum, to permit the use of lower
temperature and pressure. The major dis-
advantages of the Bergius process are that
it has a high hydrogen consumption and
that it can use only certain types of coal
to produce sufficient quantities of liquid
fuel to have any economic benefit. "Thus,
the current aim of the U.S. companies is
to provide a basis for an improved com-
mercial direct coal liquefaction industry,
with the basic technology based on the
Gemian developments.
Indirect coal liquefaction was first
discovered in 1927, and is called the Fis-
cher-Tropsch synthesis, in honor of the in-
ventors. The process was developed in
German)' and became an impwrtant source
of synthetic fuels for that country during
Wodd War II. From about 1940 to 1950,
further extensive research was carried out
in the U.S., both by the government and
the industrv".
The production of synthetic gas
through the Lurgi process is the first step
in indirect coal liquefaction. Liquid fuels
are then synthesized from the synthetic
gas in the presence of a catalyst. In a ma-
jor development, the Mobil Corporation
recently developed a modified process in
which methanol (derived from synthetic
gas), in the presence of a synthetic shape-
selective zeolite catalyst, is converted into
high-octane gasoline, with no other pro- ^
ducts or major contaminants. Because the ^r
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Canada and about 1050 billion bands in V'one/uela. the largest
deposits in the world.
In the Clark Hot Water process, tar sand is added to hot
water, caustic (to ci)ntrol alkalinity), and steam (to maintain the
temperature). From the resultant product, called slurry, bitumen
froth is separated by gravity. Besides bitumen, this Troth may
also contain water and mineral solids. Before bitumen can be re-
fined into useful petroleum products, most of the water and
solids must be removed from the froth. The ma|or problem with
the Clark process is that, as a by-product, it produces highly tox-
ic wastes called tailings. Presently, tailings are contained in man-
made lakes where they pose considerable hazard to man and
wildlife. Research for better waste disposal is a constant,
ongoing activity at the Canadian tar sands industry.
During the years following the embargo, the combination
of conservation efforts, rising foreign oil prices, declining Gov-
ernment supptirt and the recession have made the further de-
velopment of the synthetic fuel technologies financially unattrac-
tive. In fact, most oil companies believe that there is no profit-
able option among the synthetic fuel technologies available. The
synthetic fuel industry suffered demoralizing blows during recent
years when such experienced companies as Ashland. Cities Ser-
vice. Exxon, and Sohio abandoned their synthetic fuel projeets.
Contrarv to common opinion, the current level of oil im-
ptirts can still have a cataclysmic effect on the U.S. economy.
According to a recent study conducted by the Amencan Gas
Association, a worid loss of Arab oil during the years 1986-87
would increase the U,S, unemployment level by 5 million and
reduce the U.S, Gross National Product by $320 billion (in con-
stant 1982 dollars) for each year the interruption continued. But
the same sUidy indicates that even if the synthetic fuel program
began right now with a maximum effort, the unemployment
level would still increase by 3 million and the GNP would de-
crease by SI 85 billion.
However, the synthetic fuel program should be supported
because of concern for national security, not the national eco-
nomy. The national security, in the broadest sense, would in-
volve not only the military aspects, where transportation fuels
are vital, but also the political aspects, where foreign policy op-
tions must be protected from such pressures as threatened oil
embargoes. Paradoxically, while the current administration gives
the national security top pnority. it is not giving the synthetic
fuel program the same treatment.
Certainly, there are many technical and environmental prob-
lems associated with the present methods for producing synthetic
fuels. It is very costly to research these problems, but the indus-
try does not have adequate financial resource to carry out all the
necessary studies. According to the American Institute of Che-
mical Engineers, the government must start assisting the industry




1. One $50 bill, one $5 bill, and four $2 bills.
2. V = w[(.009)(450)(l2)-l-TT(.5)']
V = witR-
where V is the volume of the roll of paper, w its width, and R
its total radius.
Therefore, R" = ( .009)(45G)( 1 2 -H tt( ,5)')/Tr
and R = 3.96 inches, making D = 7,92 inches.
3. a. 1-1-1=2.
b. E = mcl
c. a^-l-b- = c-.
d. V = V,[/n(mo/m|)],
e. V-E = (K/e-)82E/8tl
f. FiX] =F2X2.
g. X = h/(mv).
h. S = klosw.
i. e"^ = N':












Magnetic le\itation trains, already in
use in Germany and Japan, may soon be
destined for the United States. ""Bechtel is
^ now stud\ ing a maglev system for a Los
'{5l).A.ngeles to Las Vegas route." said Hydro
and Community Facilities Vice President.
John Asmus. 'it's quite possible that we
may be in a position to install the first
maglev system in North America."
The transportation system would hold
a vehicle above a rail by magnetic attrac-
tion and could push rail speeds over 200
miles per hour b\ the year 2000. This
would make the trains more efficient and
could cut down travel times to the point
of replacing airplanes on shorter routes.
A Crushing Blow
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory
has developed a new crash barrier relying
on beer cans. The barrier holds empty
cans in a tear-resistant cloth bag encased
in a collapsible container made of ply-
wood and steel. The bag is flame-
retardant and weather-resistant. Cans in
the front part of the barrier bag are ran-
domly oriented, and cans in the rear are
oriented parallel to the direction of a
head-on collision. When a car strikes the
barrier, it starts to collapse the plywood-
and-steel container, which in turn com-
presses the cans. The energy of the car is
absorbed by the buckling metal of the
cans and by the air within them.
Experiments have shown that the
lightweight barrier is effective in protect-
ing vehicle occupants from collisions with
trees or poles in both head-on and other
angle collisions, even at speeds of 40
miles per hour.
Whoops!
For that rare moment when engineers
make mistakes, a new electric eraser can
save their day. The recently developed
Koh-I-Noor 2800 electric eraser is a sys-
tem which removes both graphite and ink
from drawing paper and coated drafting
film. Special cleats hold white vinyl eras-
er strips to remove lead from drafting
paper, and drafting film can be cleaned up
with newly developed Koh-LNoor yellow
vinyl eraser strips. These yellow strips
contain tiny drops of erasing fluid which
actually dissolve ink. Erasing with the
Koh-I-Noor 2800 leaves no shadows or
marring on the drafting film.
Zap!
The discovery of a new photoche-
mical process at the IBM Thomas J. Wat-
son Research Center now makes it possi-
ble to use lasers for etching organic po-
lymers and biological materials without
the occurrence of heating effects. Called
ablative photodecomposition by its dis-
coverer. R. Srinivasan, the process has
potential for application in the photo-
lithographic creation of integrated circuits
as well as in the precise removal of biolo-
gical matenal for medical and dental pur-
poses.
The process works by using a well-
designed beam of laser light. Radiation of
short (less than 200 nanometers)
wavelengths is strongly absorbed by
almost all organic materials—more than
95 percent through a depth of only a frac-
tion of a micrometer. At a high enough
intensity, numerous small molecules are
suddenly ejected from the material, but
the high intensity of the radiation is not it-
self directly responsible for this etching
effect. Instead, believes Srinivasan, the
absorbed radiation has a high probability
for breakina chemical bonds between
This chemlluminescent glow Is a result of a single
laser pulse lasting only 12 billionths of a second.
Although a loud pop accompanied this
mini-explosion, the subject registered no
sensation, (photo courtesy of IBM)
atoms in the organic material, thus pro-
ducing smaller molecules that vaporize at
relatively low temperatures and canying
away excess energy imparted by the laser
pulse.
Because past methods often result in
unwanted heating effects, the new ablative
photodecomposition can be used for ex-
ceptionally clean removal of biological
material in medicine. Other recent experi-
ments have already shown that ultraviolet
radiation from excimer lasers might be a
key to economical submicron lithography.
James O'Hagan
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this topic. ITiis cumcuium would likely
spawn from the CS, HE. CompH, and
Psycholog\ departments.
CAD CAM CAE Standing for computer-
aided design, manufacturing, and en-
gineering, this area involves the utilization
of computers to assist in \ irtualK all en-
gineenng related prex-esses. The College
of Engineering's expanding CAD'CAM
lab, housed in Transptirtation Building.
includes a S9().0(X) PSM) computer
^
graphics system huilt and donated hy
Evans and Sutherland, and equipment
purchased through a S50.CKX) donation
from General Motors. The latest addition
to the new lab. part of a nationwide S50
million IBM grant, is a new IBM 4341
CAD'CAM system. Four departments
(GE. AAE. CE. and ME) will share this
new system.
Controlled Fusion/Plasma Plasma
(high-temperature, ionized gas) and con-
trolled fusion both occupy the Engineering
Physics. LAS Physics, and Nuclear En-
gineering departments. It remains to be
seen if these technologies dissociate from
the other departments and are offered at
the undergraduate level.
Energy Engineering Resources
Engineering .Although currently over-
looked because of the present oil glut.
energy remains an extremely important
issue—one that will occupy many future
engineers. Such areas as photovoltaics.
hydrogen fuel, solar, synthetic fuel.
ocean, wind, and geothermal energy will
continue to play vital roles in the future.
Probable sources of this future dep;irtment




deals pnmar:K with rearrangement, de-
velopment, and understanding of nucleic
acids in plants and animals in ways to be-
nefit man. Frtim genetically manipulated
bacteria that create insulin, absorb an oil
spill at sea. or produce interferon (a possi-
ble virus fighting serum), to development
of high sield crops. Genetic Engineenng
IS expanding rapidly. A curriculum of this
nature v\ould blend facets of the Genetics
and Development. Microbiology, and
Bioengineenng departments.
Lasers/Optics/Holography/Directed
Energy/Particle Beam This vers
wide range of topics, presently under
heavy research, will certainly develop in
the near future, primarily in defense re-
lated areas. Possibly a fuaire defense to
offensive nuclear weapons, short- and
long-wavelength chemical lasers and
directed energy instruments such as parti-
cle beam weapons are under intensive
study by the Department of Defense and
by industry. On this campus, the EE.
LAS Physics, and Engineering Physics
departments conduct research in this area.
Microelectronics With the introduc-
tion of FAB II. the EE department's new
semiconductor fabrication lab (see Tech-
nograph. April 1983. p. 4). the college
has already taken a major step in this
direction. The thrust of future electronics
will continue to be miniaturization.
Particle Physics The fundamentals of
subatomic physics, involving leptons. ba-
ryons. quarks, and a bizarre assortment of
other particles, will be understcxxl to a
much greater degree in the future. While
a long way from future engineering ap-
plications, panicle physics" future remains
certain.
Robotics/Artificial Vision Robotics
today is close to w here the level of auto-
mobile technology was in the early
I900"s. At both the research and industrial
levels, robotics continually attracts more
interest, and will affect future manufactur-
ing. This new trend merges various parts




ptilymenc material, generating a great
deal of interest in industry, will progress
to a more advanced state than today. The
Materials Engineering Lab presently stu-
dies this direction.
The future of engineering remains
certain. Many new technologies, while
being researched today, remain invisible
to the majority of undergraduates. When
these new fields will finalh be absorbed
at the undergraduate level, perhaps ten,
fifty, or a hundred years from now, is un-
certain. But one thing is sure—when tech-
nology advances, so will the College of
Engineering.
Reference:
Baker. Ira O. and King. Everett E. A History of the College
of Engineering at the University of Illinois. 1868-1945.
Pans 1 and II. Urbana. Illinois. June 1947.
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Tech Profiles
William Ferguson. Associate Professor
of Mathematics, says being the Executive
Secretary of the Mathematics Department
is much like being the Executive Officer
under a Commanding Officer in the
Navy.
Successful in terms of managing
people and resources. Professor Ferguson
served as the Big 10 faculty representative
from 1976 to 1981. as well as other cam-
pus committees. An avid fan of Ulini
football and basketball, he also enjoys
bridge games, following major league
baseball, and Dixieland music.
From his many years of evaluating
the math competency of incoming stu-
dents. Professor Ferguson remarks that
jDersons taking the Advanced Placement
exams are mainly from the metropolitan
areas and that basic calculus is rapidly be-
coming general education for everyone.
Seeing a slow, but steady growth to
a greater level of math aptitude in the
U.S. today. Professor Ferguson hopes that
more people will develop the math apti-
tude needed to challenge the problems of
jtomorrow. Why did Professor Ferguson




Robert E. Miller has been a member of
the Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
department since 1954. However, this is
not the full extent of his affiliation with
the University. Miller received a bache-
lor's degree in Aeronautical Engineering
in 1954 from the University, and stayed
in Champaign-Urbana to enter the TAM
department. It was there that he received
his master's and Ph.D. degrees from the
University in 1955 and 1959, respectively.
Miller's main research area involves
the analysis of finite element methods for
problems in solid mechanics and dyna-
mics. He has been the author of various
technological journal articles on this and
other subjects of mechanics. Miller has
done consulting work for the U.S. Army
and various midwest industries. In addi-
tion, he has been an adviser for more than
20 doctoral students and is a member of
the Stability Commitee for the American
Society of Civil Engineers.
During his free time. Miller doesn't
abandon his vast knowledge of aerodyna-
mics and structures. He enjoys the con-
struction and flying of remote control
gliders.
Joseph Wyse
H. G. Friedman. Associate Professor of
Computer Science, has never had a formal
course in computers. He received his ori-
ginal education in chemistry.
Finding out that chemistry was not
an interest. Professor Friedman came to
the University of Illinois in 1965 as an
assistant professor and programmer in
computer science. With a self-taught
background, he became proficient in com-
puter-aided instruction (CAI), operating
systems, and other software.
"Today, CS is the thing to be logi-
cally thinking about, and the field to get
into. The job market is tremendous, espe-
cially for our graduates," Friedman com-
mented. The University's department is
producing well-rounded computer scien-
tists in terms of numerical analysis, hard-
ware, computational theory, and software
programming. This is more comprehen-
sive than other institutions.
Being interested in rail and transit.
Professor Friedman serves as the Vice-
Chaimian of the MTD (Mass Transit Dis-
trict) Board and is a certified street car
operator. His interest originated in the
antique streetcars operating in New
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Since 1949, more than 4,500 men and women have
earned advanced degrees in engineering and science
with the help of Hughes fellowships The Hughes
commitment to furthering your education and your
career
IVlore than 100 new fellowships will be available in






As a Hughes fellow, you could be studying for your
IVIaster's, Engineer or PhD degree while receiving:






Total Value: $18,000 to $40,000 a year.
You'll also have the opportunity to gam valuable
on-the-jOb experience at Hughes facilities in Southern
California and Arizona while you're completing your
degree.
Work Study Fellows work part-time during the
academic year while studying at a nearby university Full
Study Fellows work in the summer and study full-time
And since Hughes is involved with more than 90
technologies, a wide range of technical assignments is
available In fact, an Engineering Rotation Program is
available for those interested in diversifying their work
experience
If you'd like assistance from a company committed
to advancing the frontiers of technology, fill out and mail
the coupon below Or write to;
Hughes Aircraft Company
Corporate Fellowship Office
Dept, 104-14, BIdg, C2/B168
P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245




Hughes Aircraft Company, Corporate Fellowship Office, Dept. 104-14,
BIdg. C2/B168, P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245.
Please consider me a candidate for a Hughes Fellowship and send me the
necessary information and application materials.
PLEASE PRINT: Name
CrriUinp a nm unrlil uith fit;
HUGHES
City
I am interested in obtaining a
in the field of:




















Let your imagination go as
far as it can. Then give it a real
workout.
Press a button and watch
your integrated circuit design
light up a computer screen.
Touch another button and see
a cross-sectional view of your
heart.
You're just scratching the
surface. Keep on going.
Make that imagination
squeeze one million functions
onto a single microchip.
Let it loose on appliances
that can think for themselves.
Unleash it on computers
that can speak the human
language.
Turn it on to robots that can
see, hear, think, and feel.
If you can dream it, you can
do it. And if you're bright,
talented, energetic, creative,
and determined enough, you
can do it with us.
You can put your mind to
work on anything from mate-
rials research to computer-
aided design and robotics.
You can bring your ideas to
life in just about every area of
life-from the office to outer
space, the laboratory to the
living room.
There's never been a better
time to be an engineer You've
got the tools-the technology-
to take your ideas and run
with them. To make tomorrow
happen faster than ever
before-starting right now.
And GE? We've got
enough resources, diversity
and imagination to keep you
asking, "Why not?" for the rest
of your life.
An equal opportunity employer
Ifyou can dream it,
you can do it.
